Abstract. We complete the calculation of the Ext algebra of the principal 2-block of the Mathieu group M 11 , extending work of Benson-Carlson and of Pawloski.
Introduction
One major problem in modular representation theory is to understand in how many different ways simple modules may be assembled to form an indecomposable module. This is essentially a cohomological question.
To be more precise, recall from [1, §2.6] which corresponds to splicing two such exact sequences together. If Λ has only finitely many simple modules, then this Yoneda product ensures that For computational purposes it can be helpful to replace a block by its basic algebra, see [5, I.2] and [4, p. 319 ]. Lux devised methods to compute basic algebras [9] . His student Hoffman computed several basic algebras [7, 8] , and Pawloski -another student of Lux -used these results to compute several Ext algebras in low degrees [10] . In several of Pawloski's computations it would appear that all generators and relations have been found, but no attempt is made to prove this.
that if M, N are Λ-modules, then Ext
In this paper we obtain in Theorem 2.1 the full structure of the Ext algebra of the principal 2-block of the Mathieu group M 11 . Note that Benson and Carlson obtained extensive partial results using their diagrammatic methods [3, Sect. 12] . Specifically, there are three simple modules: the trivial module K, and modules M, N. Benson and Carlson compute the ring Ext * (S, S) for S = K, M, N and observe that Ext * (M, M) is noncommutative.
The basic algebra
The starting point for our computation is Hoffman's description of the basic algebra [8] of the principal block of M 11 . We follow follow the Benson-Carlson naming convention for the simple modules: the trivial module K, together with M and N. In the 2-block M has degree 44 and N has degree 10, but of course K, M, N are all 1-dimensional in the basic algebra. We wrote a GAP [6] script to extract a presentation of the basic algebra, as this is only implicit in Hoffman's data. The basic algebra of the principal block ofF 2 M 11 is given by the quiver
and the reduced Gröbner basis of the relations ideal is
Here, shorter paths are more significant than longer ones, and paths of the same length are ordered lexicographically from the right, with a > b. Note in particular that aebc > bcae. Finally, we may choose any ordering of the three vertices.
Since Morita equivalence leaves the Ext algebra unchanged we follow [4] and compute the Ext algebra of the principal block by computing the Ext algebra of the basic algebra. 
subject to the relations
These 14 relations are minimal, and they form a Gröbner basis with respect to the lexicographic (from the left) ordering α < β < γ < δ < ε < φ < κ < ν.
Remark. By contrast, the cohomology ring 
The minimal resolutions
The minimal resolution of N is periodic of period four:
− −− → P N The minimal resolution of M is the total complex of the double complex which starts as follows and occupies the entire second quadrant: 
Minimality in both cases is immediate, as all maps are zero modulo radical. 1 We demonstrate that they are resolutions by constructing contracting homotopies. Here w = xv means equality in the basic algebra; as words they need not coincide.
Note that the map h x is Well defined. This can be verified by inspecting the Gröbner relations. These relations can be interpreted as replacement rules, where the left hand side of each relation is replaced by the right hand side. We see that there is no rule that would replace a word starting with b, c, d or eb by a word that starts with a different sub-word.
The values of h x (w) can be read off of the following table.
(3.3)
Proof. By inspection in Table (3.3 ). For example, the v with h eb (v) = 0 are precisely the v such that f v appears in the "w = xv" column for x = f . Exactness since in addition f eb = ebcb = 0, and cb = dc = bd = 0.
Both double complexes are built from the following commutative squares and their transposes. Note that these squares all correspond to relations in the basic algebra.
Proof. Both maps send y to α, and for X = D they both map f e = ebc to cae. By (3.3) they kill all remaining monomials.
Definition. In 
Proof. Immediate from the construction.
Proposition 3.8. (3.1) is a minimal resolution of M with contracting homotopy
(3.9) P M h b   P M P K h d   hc   P K P M P M hc   h b   h d   P M h ′ A ← −−− − P M P K P M h ′ A   hc   h b   P M h b ← −−− − P K hc ← −−− − P M h ′ A ← −−− − P M P K h ′ A   hc   P K hc ← −−− − P M h d ← −−− − P M h b ← −−− − P K hc ← −−− − P M h ′ A ← −−− − P M
and (3.2) is a minimal resolution of K with contracting homotopy
(3.10) 
where the dashes only pertain to the construction of the homotopy. We now construct the homotopy h. Every term in the double complexes occurs as Q in a square
For X
T we construct h| Q and then transpose. For X = D, E we set h| S = h y . To verify the homotopy property at Q we need to consider the surrounding 
The Ext algebra
We recall how Ext groups may be read off from the minimal resolution. Let A be a finite dimensional quotient of a algebra over the field k, and let S, T be two vertex simples. If Q * → S a minimal projective resolution, then minimality implies that every differential Hom A (Q n , T ) → Hom A (Q n+1 , T ) vanishes, and hence Ext n (S, T ) ∼ = Hom A (Q n , T ). Moreover, Q n is a direct sum of projective indecomposable modules, each of which corresponds to a vertex simple; and Hom A (Q n , T ) is k r , where r is the number of copies of P T in Q n . For example, we see from (3.1) that the minimal resolution Q * of M has
Each of the three copies of P M in Q 3 corresponds to one basis vector of Ext
where r is the horizontal degree and s the vertical degree.
Proposition 4.1. The Ext algebra is generated by the following eight classes:
We of course view the idempotents in Ext 0 (K, K), Ext 0 (M, M) and Ext 0 (N, N) as part of the structure.
Proof. Each projective indecomposable module in each of the three minimal resolutions corresponds to a basis vector of an Ext group. We need to show that every basis vector (except in degree zero) factors through one of the above eight classes. As we are dealing with the Yoneda product, we lift each of the eight classes to a chain map.
• 
On this quotient it is given by 
All classes coming from the region s > r of D(K) r,s lie in the left ideal generated by β. − → D(K) * we define E * to be the (slightly thickened) left hand edge of D(K) * , the periodic complex assembled from copies of
So the left ideal generated by ε, φ and ν is the whole of Ext >0 (N, _). and w ′′ a right divisor of some (βγδ) n : so the Hilbert-Poincaré series is 1 + (t + t 2 )(1 − t) + t
3
(1 − t)(1 − t 4 ) = 1 + t (1 − t)(1 − t 4 ) .
This also proves that the relations of Proposition 4.2 are a Gröbner basis with respect to the stated lexicographic ordering. If the relations were not minimal, then we could delete one and subsequently recover it using the Buchberger algorithm. But when one does this, most Spolynomials are identically zero: the exceptions are αεφα, φαεφ, αεφ 2 α, βγδ 2 β, γβγδ 2 and further relations in Ext ≥6 . The first two cannot help recovering a lost relation, as they have degree four and reduce to zero over the lower degree relations εφα = 0, φαε = αεφ and φ 2 = 0. Similarily, the next three have degree five but reduce to zero over γβ = 0, φ 2 = 0 and γδ 2 β = 0. Finally, there is no relation in degree ≥ 6 that we could have deleted.
